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Introduction
Human rights law is a general notion which embraces rights that are attributed to individuals, groups, peoples and mankind. These rights have at one time or the other been asserted and denied, exercised and waived, violated and respected and above all, extensively discussed, interpreted and disputed in numerous contemporary societies and within international communities. However, despite the effects of human rights abuses to global security and development, the world still remain stuck in widespread violations of human dignity due to ineffective and weak enforcement. Because laws in themselves alone do not produce compliance without appropriate enforcement and supervision, the term ‘human rights’ is now widely used internationally given that people have for long been struggling for dignity, freedom, social justice and equality.

International Human Rights Law and Africa
The emergence of human rights law in the international sphere remains one of the most significant developments since the end of the Second World War. The growth and expansion of international human rights law, truly, has been so remarkable that it has acquired an important position in legal studies. Although there is no consensus definition of human rights, it is mostly agreed that human rights are those rights one has by virtue of being human. With high concern over the observance of human rights which has witnessed the trial of many individual and corporate personalities, one can conclude that the world is not ready to have a repeat of the pre 1945 dark days of human rights abuses. The term ‘Human Rights’ appeared in the public domain for the first time in the years 1942 to 1944 in the course of the internal policy discussions in the United States on the subject of the principles on which the post-war organization would be based. It is due to the atrocities of the Second War that human rights evolved and today, through the efforts of the United Nations, the universality of human rights is established and recognized in International law. These rights are generally presumed to be inalienable, universal, and inherent and must always be taken seriously. Human rights concept has its philosophical ancestry in the natural law school and may be seen as being synonymous with natural laws and natural rights. Human rights are natural born rights for every human being and not privileges and everyone is entitled to it without discrimination of any kind. To this end, human rights are at the forefront today for leaders, businesses and workers in the global economy given that the idea of human rights is directed not only against the state, but also indirectly against other individuals. Yet, human rights of the individual is still widely violated, neglected or abused despite its recognition and acceptance under international law in contemporary world.

Following the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, the international and regional human rights systems have been fundamental in the definition and protection of human rights. It is essential that human rights should be protected by the rule of law. Without the maintenance of the rule of law, violations of rights occur. Also where serious violations of the human rights occur, disrespect for the law grows and undermine maintenance of public order. Given that international legal system is a system of sovereign and equal
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states, states reserve the enforcement rights under international law. Although the Articles contained in the United Nations Charter are legally binding on Member States, it however, failed to neither specify what these human rights entail nor ways of its implementation in Member States until 1948 adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). In general, this declaration lacks the binding force of a treaty; hence, leaving its enforcement at the mercy of the member states. However, as emphasised by the Charter of the United Nations, member states and the United Nations shall promote and encourage respect for human rights and fundamental freedom for all without any distinction. This, therefore, is a legal obligation excepted of every state without any exemption. In addition to the development of the substantive norms at the global level, procedures have been established to promote the implementation of these rights at numerous regional levels. Now as then, it may prove practically impossible for some poor states to feed, clothe, educate or provide healthcare for its citizens, though, not disputing that it has a direct responsibility for those actions. Yet, the clear inability of human rights system to deliver effectively on its promises is not, in many ways, surprising.

The adoption of Universal Declaration of Human Rights was followed by the creation of various regional instruments that address concerns of particular importance in the regional context. Each regional system has originated from shared interest and demand for establishing a framework for human rights enforcement and protection. For the African continent, such interest included safeguarding independence, collective security, territory integration and promoting solidarity. Today, the world has seen the gradual evolution of regional human rights arrangements. However, though most Africa nations were under colonial rule and many were not duly represented at the time of drafting and signing of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Independence restored the sovereignty of individual African States, while membership in the United Nations guaranteed their sovereign equality with other member states of the United Nations. Currently, Africa’s participation can be arguably seen as a co-equal player in international legal norms. However, Umozurike correctly observed that human rights appeared to enjoy low esteem during the 1970s, particularly in Africa. This view was predicated on the open passiveness maintained by the former Organization of Africa Unity (OAU) in condemning human rights violations in a number of independent African countries by ‘unduly emphasising the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of the states’. There was upsurge of violence and gross violations of human rights due to constant conflict among states in pursuit of their sovereignty and independence. Though both UN and OAU during this period overlooked gross human rights violations of several despotic regimes around the world, numerous treaties were concluded at the global and regional levels creating mechanisms to stop impunity.

Enforcement with respect to the obligation to protect populations beyond borders from human rights atrocities remains seriously underdeveloped. Human rights provisions in various treaties can often be argued as ratified by various countries only in principle. This opinion is predicated on the view that human rights observance and implementation differs from one country to country. After-all, it is a system designed with significantly limited enforcement capacity. Therefore, there is a gap between the guarantees and the extent to which the rights are enjoyed in practice. Some United Nations member states are not willing to enforce or lack adequate human rights infrastructure. An adequate human rights infrastructure exist when all of the following three are present namely; legal norms establishing the parameters of human rights; government institutions monitoring, publicizing, implementing and enforcing human rights standards; and nongovernmental groups pressuring government to advance the cause of human rights. Thus, even the best strategies for human rights implementation will fail if suitable institutions do not exist to ensure even implementation to all who are entitled
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to it under the universal declaration. Therefore, it is pertinent to state that lack of enforcement standard of the international human rights law remain the biggest impediment for the even actualization of the human rights across the globe. Further, Michael Haas outlined that three aspects of the struggle to promote international human rights are standard setting, information dissemination and implementation. Hence, whereas the universal system of human rights played a vital role in the enforcement of international human rights law, factors such as its wide geographical jurisdiction, inadequate resources to accommodate the increasing number of human rights violations and sovereignty undermined its efficacy. Now as then, United Nations structures for human rights implementation may seem adequate; the problem lies with individual states’ zeal to implement these human rights principles.

Human Rights Enforcement in 21st Century

With adequate literature focusing on general modern international human rights law and contemporary human rights development, the majority of which elaborates the fundamental rights and freedoms to which we are entitled. The international human rights system enters the 21st century with a profound anomaly despite the remarkable institutional and normative developments since its inception. Over the years, there has been a rise in neglect of, and standard of enforcement of the core principle of the international human rights value. Human rights enforcement takes place at two levels-national and international. However, the need for international (regional) enforcement became necessary because the states ignored or neglected to make adequate laws for the promotion and protection of human rights. Hence, international and regional enforcement mechanisms were developed as safety nets for enforcement. However, upon ratification of either the international or regional treaty on human rights, a legal obligation is expected of states without exemption to implement human rights standards. It has been argued that the international human rights system’s approach to enforcement and implementation has proven unrealistic in a world characterized by oppression, abuse of power and corruption, armed conflict and poverty. As such, other factors such as sovereignty, inadequate resources to accommodate the increasing number of human rights violations, the issue of veto powers and the adverse effect of the cold war, were among the initial challenges of human right enforcement.

In this context, for a region as diverse as Africa, suggesting an enforcement mechanism ought to take consideration of its diverse components. Arguably, where suitable institutions do not exist to ensure and monitor implementation both at the domestic and regional level, even the best strategies would fail. The burden of enforcement does not start and end with the regional framework, rather with domestic enforcement institutions and the regional methods of promoting and ensuring such enforcement at the domestic level. In Mzizi view, the African Charter itself was an obstacle to the more effective realization of human rights in the continent which thus needs to be reviewed. Consequently, there is a wide acceptance that the security and development of Africa, and the world at large will be based on human rights; therefore, without practical encouragement of the principles of democracy and human rights, the objectives of the AU may struggle with challenges such as, military coup d’états, wars, armed religious and ethnic violence, poverty, and hunger. It is worth pointing out
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that the Africa Charter is a distinctive instrument married to the socio-cultural context in which it was given birth; the AU is believed to be faced with many challenges with political, economic and social dimensions which require commitment and resources at the highest levels for it to meet with its democracy and human rights objectives.

Human rights even though originated in the west and have a philosophical basis there; its conceptions have universal validity and applicability in Africa as elsewhere. Regardless of the promulgation of the Africa Charter on Human and Peoples Rights in 1986 with all its enforcement mechanisms, human rights system in Africa were seen as inadequate and ineffective. Africa’s region human rights system has been described as the least developed and effective when compared to counterpart European and American regional human rights systems. However, Africa human rights system had undergone several evolutions since its establishment and has also made strenuous efforts to respect the universality of human rights despite its initial display of laxity to uphold the commitment to human rights promotion and protection. The establishment of a regional court in Africa was perceived as geared towards a more effective regional human rights system. It has further been argued that the African human rights institutions, the recently established African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights and the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, have not been known for their strong stance during times of highly charged political events that saw gross abuse of human rights in the continent. It is pertinent to note that though the Africa Charter is ratified by all member states of the Africa Union, human rights have continued to be relentlessly violated in the continent.

Presently, under the European system, member states are encouraged to incorporate the Convention into their national law or may suffer pressure for violations of any provisions of the Convention. This therefore, empowers the court at the national level to adjudicate matters relating to the provisions of the Convention and implement same while the European Court of human rights acts as a subsidiary to national courts. In Alson’s opinion, the region is assumed to lack comprehensive policy given that fundamental doubts persist on its competence in relation to the wide range of human rights issues arising from community policies. Yet, the European Convention of Human Rights is seen as a product of realistic idealism anchored on the belief that democratic regimes’ respect of fundamental rights are not pure domestic jurisdictional issues by implementing the UDHR through binding court decisions to which member states abide. European Community/union has as a major achievement the adoption of the European Convention on Human Rights with a revolutionary enforcement promise for implementation of human rights in Africa: A new dawn, or retreating horizon? Available at >http://hdr.undp.org/en/reports/global/hdr2000/papers/joseph%20oloka-onyango1.pdf< accessed 03/08/12 (Since 1970 more than 30 wars have been fought in Africa)
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approach whereby petitions which emanate from both the states and the individuals are adjudicated by an international court. In view of the then problems created by the enforcement system in Europe such as delay, reform was imperative and this abolished the commission and created a single permanent court with every member state presenting a judge. Thus, European enforcement system can be seen as a future torchbearer and a de facto model for developing human rights enforcement mechanisms elsewhere irrespective of its few implementation challenges.

Because human rights law is still evolving, its enforcement mechanisms should be in line with the contemporary needs of the society. There is an apparent need to devise systems of accountability, particularly, of behaviour that may infringe upon human rights in Africa. Even as we witness dynamic evolution of accountability mechanisms ranging from a structured form of economic pressure to legal liability enforced by the domestic courts, new frontiers should be explored in theory and practice to crystallize a working framework for human rights enforcement in Africa. Significantly, the Constitutive Act of the AU in its bid to promote and protect human rights in the region also provided for a right of humanitarian intervention in member states by the Union, where cases of grave human rights violations are anticipated. Unfortunately, this medium is rarely used in the region. In African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights v Great Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, wherein several articles of the African Charter were alleged to have been violated during the Arab Spring and the violent suppression of the uprising in Libya by both forces loyal to Colonel Gaddafi and the rebels, the Court upon receiving the case from the Commission, ordered provisional measures on its accord against the Respondent to immediately refrain from any action that is in breach of the provisions of the Charter or of other International human rights instruments to which it is a party. No doubt, the most important but difficult task in such situation lies in enforcement at the national level which requires a legal system that protects human rights just as the region creates safety nets for those issues and cases not effectively dealt with at the national level. It can now be deduced that the period of conceptual battle is over, and focus now must be shifted to implementation of the treaties on human rights in AU member states.

Ratification of treaties in itself does not mean enforcement, though; all the available evidence suggests that the treaties have had an enormous influence in shaping the understanding of what are the basic human rights. Hence, the success or failure of any international human rights system should be evaluated in accordance with its impact on human rights practice on the country level. The challenges herein are to ensure that the promises contained in the treaties and affirmed through ratification are realized in the lives of the people around the world.

**Conclusion**

One of the challenges of human rights is that it demands new ways of thinking. Today, the enforcement of basic human rights remain one of the most pressing and yet most elusive goals of the international community and of African region. The universal system of human rights established under the United Nations played a vital role in the enforcement of international human rights law immediately after its inception in 1945; however, its wide geographical jurisdiction undermined its efficacy. Africa’s contention that its region was largely un-represented at the time of drafting and adoption of the human rights laws/standards also contributed to the efforts towards an effective enforcement and realization of human rights law by necessitating regional human rights systems. Yet, enforcement of international human rights law provisions and standards are not at its best. Africa’s enforcement challenges also includes an array of institutional and conceptual weaknesses such as, lack of
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policies that would ensure a more realistic voluntary state compliance, and, absence of an effective structure or institutions to encourage observance of such international conventions. Rachel Murray opined that the African regional court has not been visible in human rights enforcement as same is hampered by the failure of most states parties to the Protocol to permit individuals and NGOs direct access to the court. However, Courts can play two roles in the enforcement and promotion of human rights in Africa. Firstly, through the law-making functions of interpreting legislation and developing rules of law, and secondly, by delivering judgment in constitutional and other cases that are intended to advance those rights. Therefore, the institutional framework provided by the Africa Charter to promote and ensure enforcement and compliance could either be seen as inadequate and underused.
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